
la première gourde en verre française !  

the STREET bottle



FABRICATION

SOLIDARITY ASSEMBLING
- Bonneuil-sur-Marne (94) : workshop from the ARES group for the 

reintegration of people in a situation of exclusion

MANUFACTURING
- Périgny-sur-Yerres (94) : cap
- Gron (89) : body

GOBI OFFICES
- Paris (75) : product, sales and communication / marketing
- Bordeaux (34) : supply, orders and administration



 Formi cap
European bio-composite 

charged with wood fibers for a 
marbled effect that makes each 

piece unique.

Copolyester body
Durable, BPA/BPS-free 
plastic, reusable and 

recyclable 

MATERIALS

Tested and approved 
by independent 
laboratories on 
new materials 
and simulated 
aging simulation.

Everything has been designed 
to limit its impact on the 
environment and respect 
the precautionary principle.



Pad printing 
on the Gobi body
4 x 7 cm 

Process using a silicone pad 
which transfers the logo ink 
onto the gourd. This 
stamping process allows 
you to print on a rounded 
shape with excellent quality 
and precision. 
The marking is 
dishwasher-safe and will 
not deteriorate over time.

Choice of 
color 

for the cap : 
mix and match 

possible without 
additional cost

DID YOU KNOW ? 
Writing your first name on the 

round card allows you to 
identify your water bottle, 

promotes a sense of belonging 
and guarantees the health 
safety of your employees.

Cap with 
customizable card 

round recto / verso

Printed on PEFC® paper made from responsibly 
managed wood fiber.

CUSTOMIZATION

free



#008854 #12113E #FF
E36
D

#DBD6CB #CC2C24 #FDE6D9 #82994C #0085A7 #425563

THE COLORS

Green
Forest

Midnight
Blue

Yellow
Mimosa

Green
Matcha

Red 
Heart

Dusty
Pink

Greige
Chalk

Ocean
Blue

Anthracite
Grey



7,5 cm

20 cm 19 cm

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
- capacity: 50 cl
- weight : 75 gr
- dishwasher safe

CONDITIONING
Box of 80 street bottles
   - size 60 cm x 40 cm x 45 cm
   - weight 7 kg 
Pallet of 1120 street gourds
- 12 boxes of 80 + 4 boxes of 40 
   - size 120 cm x 80 cm x 175 cm
   - weight 100 kg

ORDER
- delivery times: 5 to 20 working days
- minimum order: none

PRODUCT INFO



You're avoiding

in just 1 year of daily office use

MERCI  & 
BRAVO !

Impacts of 
fabrication 

compensated in 

of use

2 MONTHS

3 kg of 
waste

kg of CO2
7,7

liters of 
water16



The eco-conception work synthesis conducted prior to the 
manufacturing process ; 

The health safety tests results 
performed by an accredited and independent laboratory ; 

The food safety certificates ;

Our French manufacturing certifications ;

Our ESUS accreditation, a label awarded by the French 
government to socially responsible companies

We can provide upon request:

OUR CREDENTIALS


